EQUIPMENT RENTAL AGREEMENT
Non-Post Falls Junior Tackle Sponsored Camp
I acknowledge that the equipment listed above is the property of PFJT&C and that I am obligated to
return the equipment by ________________. I acknowledge that if I fail to return the equipment
described herein or if the equipment is damaged (except what is deemed by PFJT&C as normal wear and
tear), that I shall be responsible to pay to PFJT&C the replacement cost of the equipment as listed
above.
Equipment

Replacement Cost

Helmet

$150

Shoulder Pads

$100

Rental Fee (fee for the use of PFJT&C Equipment)

$25

Equipment issued by PFJT&C is tracked electronically with barcodes upon checkout.
*** You cannot use PFJT&C equipment until you have completed and submitted this form to the Post
Falls Junior Tackle and Cheer board.
I recognize, acknowledge, accept, and assume the potential risks of injuries and dangers involved in
participation in the sport of football and related activities. I recognize and acknowledge that no football
equipment, regardless of condition or rating, can fully prevent injuries such as but not limited to
concussions. I have read and accept the warning label placed upon the equipment and accept the
equipment “as-is”. I acknowledge and agree that PFJT&C, its board members, and/or volunteers should
not assume responsibility for, nor guarantee the personal safety of participants, nor does PFJT&C
warranty, guarantee, or assume responsibility for the borrowed equipment.
Further, I hereby release, waive, covenant not to sue, and agree to hold harmless and indemnify the
PFJT&C board of directors, its officers, members, and volunteers from any and all liability, damages,
claims, demands, or causes of action of any kind and/or nature of which may arise from the use of the
equipment borrowed/rented from PFJT&C. I further acknowledge that we have carefully read the
foregoing release and acknowledgement and know the contents thereof and sign this release and
acknowledgement as a free and voluntary act.
This _______ day of _____________, _______.
Player’s Name (print)

Parent’s Name (print)

Parent’s Signature

July 2019

